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December 15th, 2020 

Dear Regina, 

Welcome to BioMarketing Insight's monthly newsletter. 

As the Stay-at-Home Advisory continues due to a second surge in COVID-19 cases,
many people may feel further isolated from family, friends and colleagues which
could lead to medical issues.  Find out how Fostering or Adopting a Pet During a
Pandemic can alleviate some of those issues.  Click on this link to find out more. 

For a list of activities to do with your family or for yourself over the holidays, click on
this Fun Activities link to take advantage in visiting museums virtually around the
world, Disney World virtual tours, the Grand Canyon and other National Parks,
Newport Mansions, MFA, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum or a virtual tour of
Greece all at your fingertips to enjoy from your home. 
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Missed my articles, on "How to Deal with Uncertainty" click here.  

If you need a little inspiration or something to make us laugh to get us through this
difficult time, click on the "Inspiration" link to give yourself a few minutes to relax and
enjoy the music from the Berklee School of Music in their song "What the World
Needs Now," other inspirations and ending with Celine Dion and Josh Groban with
"The Prayer". 

Please read on for other current news in the Table of Content below.  The next
newsletter will be published on January 15th, 2021. 
  
We encourage you to share this newsletter with your colleagues by using the social
media icons below, or by simply forwarding this newsletter or use the link below. 
Should you or your colleagues want to join my mailing list, click on "join my email list"
link below.  
  
Please email me, Regina Au, if you have any questions, comments, or suggestions. 

Happy Holidays and celebrate the resolve of this Pandemic in the
New Year! 

Sincerely, 
Regina Au 
CEO, New Product Planning/Strategic Planning 
BioMarketing Insight 
 

Share Tweet Forward
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Developing a Product?  Commercializing a Product? 
 

If you are developing a product and have not conducted the business due diligence to
determine commercial viability or success, contact me for an appointment.  For successful
commercial adoption of your product or looking to grow your business, contact me for an
appointment. 

For more information on our services, click on the links below:
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Product Development
Market Development
Marketing Strategies 
Scenario Planning - for more information, email me.

Top

Inspirations
 

Enjoy the song "What the World Needs Now" virtually with the students from the
Berklee School of Music.
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We Will Get Through It Together
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A Little Bit of Humor Helps Too

I like to thank Carol, Joan, Denise, and Sharon for forwarding these inspirations to me to
share with you.
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Let's End with Celine Dion & Josh Groban Singing "The Prayer"
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Another Crisis is Brewing

I am pleased to announce that my article "Another Crisis is Brewing" has been published in
the European Biopharmaceutical Review's October 2020 issue.  To read this article click
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here and go to page 16. 
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Save the Date: BioProcess International Conference: 
September 21-24, 2020, Virtual Conference

I am pleased to announce that I delivered a presentation at the BioProcess International
Conference on September 22, 2020 at 2:20pm under the Speed from Gene to Market
Track.  The title of my presentation was "Aligning the R&D and Marketing Target Product
Profile (TPP) to Achieve R&D and Commercial Success".  To see the full agenda, click
here. To see a list of speakers at the conference, click here. 
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Fun Activities for You and Your Family
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Here is a list of activities to do with your family or for yourself during Thanksgiving.  Take
advantage in visiting museums virtually around the world, Disney World virtual tours, the
Grand Canyon and other National Parks, Newport Mansions, MFA, Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum or a virtual tour of Greece all at your fingertips to enjoy from your home. 

Tour a National Park, 32 parks to choose from in the comfort of your home. 

Take a 360 degree virtual tour of Disney World.  We are all kids at heart. 

If you like museum, take a virtual tour of museums around the world. 

Boston's famous virtual tour of the Museum of Fine Arts. 

Another Boston's famous virtual tour of Isabella Steward Gardner Museum. 

If you haven't been to the Newport Mansions, your virtual tours are here. 

If you have never been to Greece, you want to click on the Greece Virtual Tour. 

And of course, there is the good old fashion board games to play with your family and
friends virtually. 

Top

How Fostering/Adopting a Pet Can Help with Isolation and More
During a Pandemic.
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Caption: Sesame is Heather Gutshall’s foster dog during the coronavirus outbreak. He was rescued from dog

fighting by Handsome Dan’s Rescue, a Rhode Island-based rescue organization that specializes in pit bull breeds.

By Heather Gutshall

Feeling isolated due to the pandemic?  Yearning for companionship?  Need for human
touch?  Or looking for something to do? 
  
All these questions can lead to medical issues such as stress, anxiety, depression and
loneliness that may lead to early death and Alzheimer's in elderly people according to
medical experts. 
  
Many American's have turned to fostering or adopting pets and here are the reasons why: 

When you can’t leave your apartment to socialize, and touch has become taboo, many
have found themselves yearning for animal companionship. “Being socially isolated, you’re
at risk for depression and loneliness, and, in older adults, we know loneliness is associated
with early death, Alzheimers,” says Sandy Branson, who researches the impact of pets on
wellbeing at the University of Texas’ Cizik School of Nursing. 

“They think it's as serious as smoking cigarettes.” According to Branson’s research, while
pets cannot completely fill the void left by isolation from other humans, they do provide
emotional support, fulfill the human need for touch, and offer significant relief to their
caretaker’s stress and anxiety levels. “Giving to another being is a reason to wake up in
the morning,” Branson says. 

The benefit of having a companion animal is tangible. According to Iris Smolkovic, a
psychologist who works with UK-based assistance dog charity Dogs for Good.

1. Interacting with an animal can lower your heart rate, blood pressure, and cortisol
levels while increasing production of feel-good hormones like dopamine and
oxytocin.

2. Considering how anxiety-inducing isolation is, a mood boost will not go amiss.
Having a pet around the house may also help you stick to the strategies likely to
help you through this isolation period, like daily exercise and structure. “We will have
to establish a new routine for ourselves. Building it around our furry companion's
needs might help as a starting point,” Smolkovic says.

3. “Even if you live with other people, the companion animal can be a good distraction.
They bring humor with their antics, which is important for stress relief. You can take
turns in walking your dog, for example, to maintain a healthy distance in the
relationship.” Anything for some much-needed space.
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Caption: Foster parent Lizzy Dawahare from DC Paws Rescue kisses Friedrich, a puppy from a litter named after

the characters from “The Sound of Music.” Friedrich has since been adopted.  By Stephanie Kenner

Since the pandemic, the number of people applying to foster pets have skyrocketed.  Here
are some statistics:

1. This year, the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA)
saw a nearly 70% increase in animals going to foster care compared to the same
period last year, for its New York City and Los Angeles foster programs. These cities
have been hot spots for the Covid-19 outbreak and implemented restrictions on
social gatherings, said Matt Bershadker, President and CEO of the ASPCA.

2. At the DC Paws Rescue in Washington, D.C, the organization received close to 300
foster applications over a four-day period in the last week of March. Usually, it has
about 60 homes that are regular fosters.

3. Kitty Block, president and CEO of the Humane Society of the United States said the
rates of fostering, in particular, have increased by 90 percent in some cities. “Folks
who don’t have animals for one reasons or another, because of their work schedule
or their travel schedule, that’s all changed right now,” Block says.

Adoption has also double their usual rate in late June, with 10 or 13 adoptions a day,
according to president Madeline Bernstein at the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Los Angeles, a nonprofit shelter.  “My inventory is low,” she said. “All the shelters
are in the same boat, but people still want to adopt.” 

Bernstein saw the continuing demand as a second wave happening within the coronavirus
crisis.  “There’s been a realization that this is going to go on for a while,” she said. “People
will not be getting on planes to travel. They’re going to plan staycations or driving vacations
that are more amenable to pets. So they’ll adopt now. This is like a second group of people
on a whole other timeline.” 
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Look to foster or adopt a pet?  You may have to wait a while.  Here are the reasons why:

1. Change in operations and reduced staff due to the pandemic
2. Vetting the foster parent/family or adoption parent/family is backlogged

One of the reasons fostering rates are so high is that adoption rates have
been slower to skyrocket because of simple logistics.

Big, open house-style, animal-human meet-and-greets that are
ordinarily a shelter staple are simply not possible during a viral
outbreak, so many shelters are hosting adoption visits only via
appointment and are having people collect animals curbside, or making
the whole process—from first meeting to home inspection—virtual. “It’s
taking a little bit longer, doing all of these interviews virtually, and really
following up on recommendations,” says Block. “If people are worried
about the delay in getting an adoption, just know that we’re trying to
make sure that we’re placing the animal in a great home.” As shelters,
like every other workplace, find their staff attenuated by the outbreak,
the delays may grow longer.

3. Vaccinations, vet visits and neutering prohibited.The inability to vet, vaccinate and
spay or neuter animals also means that rescues that import animals from other
states are unable to do so because many states require some form of a Certificate
of Veterinary Inspection to ensure that only healthy animals are transported across
state lines.

4. Travel restrictions to rescue the animal particularly dogs.They can only be on
nonstop flights.

While the community is really stepping up and fostering or adopting pets so animals won't
have to be euthanize, the shelters see a different problem arising once the pandemic
subsides and people go back to the office and start travel again. 
  
The concern is people will not continue to foster pets and the shelters will be over crowded
again.  It is hoped that those who are fostering will eventually form a strong bond with the
animals and adopt these pets.
 
If you are looking to foster or adopt, here are a few resources, but I'm sure there are many
more:

1. Pet adoption - rescueroadtrip.org
2. Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Los Angeles, Madeline Bernstein,

President
3. PetSmart Charities, Petango.com, Petharbor.com or AdoptAPet.com
4. Joe Watson, CEO of Petland, which operates dozens of pet stores in the United

States
5. CareTX Rescue, San Antonio, TX
6. Meow Parlour, New York City, Christina Ha, owner
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7. Animal Care Centers of NYC, Katy Hansen, director of marketing and
communications.

8. Kate Viar, director of DC Paws Rescue
9. The North Shore Animal League America, Joanne Yohannan, senior vice president

of operations
10. Chicago Animal Care and Control (CACC)
11. Sonja Lueschen, program manager at Orphan Kitten Club, a charitable organization

that seeks to end the killing of neonatal kittens. advocates trap-neuter-return
programs (TNR)

12. Friends of Palm Beach County Animal Care and Control
13. Hank Grosenbacher, a breeder of Pembroke Welsh corgis who owns the Heartland

Sales auction in Cabool, Mo
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Closing Thoughts

Adopting a pet is great.  They can be very affectionate and are good companions.  If you
have never fostered or adopted a pet before, there are certain things to consider to ensure
that you and your pet are a fit or match.  Since most people consider adopting either a cat
or dog, here are some pros and cons to having either. 
 
Pros to adopting a cat Cons to adopting a cat
 Low maintenance compared to dogs 
   -Don't have to walk them 
   -Just show cats where their litter box is
located and they will use it there.

 

Cats are independent and can entertain
themselves.

 Some people feel cats are too independent
and bore easily with games.  They do not
play fetch like a dog.

 Cats are affectionate but on their terms
 Some people feel cats are aloof and not as
affectionate as a dog

 Cats have unconditional love for their owner Some people feel it's not the same as dogs
 Cats do have personalities of their own and
are fun
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 Cats don't require as many shots or vet
visits as dogs

 

 Cats tend to be clean and groom
themselves

 

 Cats are smart, you can fool them once but
never twice

 

 
Cats can destroy furniture, boxes, need to
have a scratching post.

 
Cats will climb and go everywhere which
some people don't like.

 
Cat will come to you when you have food
and then leave when you don't.

 
Cat will not always come to you when you
call them like a dog.

 
Pros to adopting a dog Cons to adopting a dog
Dogs are very affectionate and have
unconditional love for their owner

 

Dogs love to be with their owners and will
follow them every where

 

Dogs love to play all the time
Some people may not like dogs that need
attention all the time

Dogs are lovable and cute.  People will stop
to pet a dog but not so much a cat.

 

 
Dogs are high maintenance in that one has
to walk their dog 3x's day

 
Dogs tend to be messy and love to play in
the mud compared to cats

 
Since dogs are bigger than cats, they are
more expensive in terms of the amount of
food they eat and vet bills

 
As puppies, dogs tend to destroy a lot of
things

 Dogs need to be potty trained
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Whether you foster or adopt a cat or dog, both animals are rewarding to have for
companionship plus the medical benefits that goes along with it as described above.  Once
you have a pet, you can't live without them as pets become part of the family and you will
do anything for them.  That is why the pet business is so lucrative. 

I have a cat who is 14 years old that I adopted from the ASCPA as a kitten.  They are a
great organization that rescues strays and will make sure your pet is healthy with a
physical exam, vaccinations and neutering/spayed before you adopt.  An adoption fee
helps to cover the cost.  My cat still acts like a kitten sometimes.  I really don't know what I
would do without him. 
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Should you have any questions or need of assistance with your business due

diligence, determining your product's value proposition, target product profile and

economic value of your product for reimbursement, feel free to contact me at 781-

935-1462 or regina@biomarketinginsight.com.
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